THE LEXUS
PHILOSOPHY
The ‘YET’ philosophy is at the heart of Lexus’ creative
mindset and drives Lexus to push the boundaries
of creativity by fusing seemingly incompatible
elements. It says “Don’t compromise; harmonize.”
The resulting synergy sparks breakthroughs,
while revealing possibilities beyond imagination.

EVENT
SUMMARY

PRESS PREVIEW:
April 3
11:00 – 18:00

VENUE:
La Triennale di Milano,
Viale Alemagna 6, Milan, Italy

LEXUS DESIGN
AWARD 2017:
April 3
12:00 – 14:00
Grand Prix winner selection

THEME:
YET

EXHIBITS:
‘YET’ created by featured designer
COCKTAIL PARTY:
April 3
19:00 – 22:00

The 12 finalist designs of the Lexus
Design Award 2017 (4 prototypes
and 8 panel displays)

Lexus Design Award ceremony
at 19:30

Retrospective of Lexus’ ten times at
Milan Design Week

PUBLIC DAYS:
April 4-April 9
10:30-22:00

ORGANIZER:
Lexus International

DESIGNER
NERI OXMAN AND THE
MEDIATED MATTER GROUP
An Architect, Designer, Inventor and
Associate Professor based at the
MIT Media Lab, Oxman pioneered
the field of Material Ecology, which
considers computation, fabrication,
the environment and the material itself
inseparable dimensions of design.
Oxman’s research and design team—
The Mediated Matter Group—operate
at the intersection of computational
design, digital fabrication, materials
science and synthetic biology; and
applies that knowledge to design
across disciplines and scales, from
micro to building scale. Mediated
Matter’s work is included in the
permanent collections of Cooper
Hewitt, MoMA, SFMOMA, Centre
Georges Pompidou, MFA Boston,
and FRAC Orléans, amongst other
museums. Oxman is the recipient
of numerous honors and awards,
including a Graham Foundation
Award (2008), the Earth Award
(2009), the Vilcek Prize (2014), and
the BSA Women in Design Award
(2014). She is a Carnegie Pride of

America Honoree (2014), and was
named to ROADS’ 100 Most Daring
Cross-Disciplinary Thinkers in the
World (2015). Oxman’s work and
innovations have received recognition
at the World Economic Forum and the
White House.
The MIT Media Lab transcends
known boundaries and disciplines
by actively promoting a unique,
antidisciplinary culture that emboldens
unconventional mixing and matching
of seemingly disparate research areas.
Designers, nanotechnologists, data
visualization experts, mechanical
engineers, material scientists, industry
researchers, and pioneers of computer
interfaces work side by side to invent—
and reinvent—how humans experience,
and can be aided by, technology. More
information at www.media.mit.edu.

EXHIBITION
LAYOUT

ANCIENT
YET
MODERN
Created by
The Mediated Matter Group.
Inspired by Lexus’ YET philosophy
and created for the opening space,
this installation aims to create the
experience of being grounded YET
suspended by light—a wave YET a
particle. Utilizing an ancient material
YET a modern technology, The
Mediated Matter Group debuts Glass
3D Printing in architectural scales.

First launched in 2013 to help
stimulate ideas for a better world,
Lexus is supporting up-and-coming
designers and creators worldwide.
Lexus is proud to showcase this year
12 Lexus Design Award finalists’ works
as prototypes, mentored by globally
recognized designers, and panel
displays. Lexus Design Award 2017
drew 1,152 entries from 63 countries
under the theme of ‘YET’.

JUDGES AND
MENTORS
JUDGES

MENTORS

PAOLA ANTONELLI
CURATOR

BIRGIT LOHMANN
CHIEF EDITOR OF DESIGNBOOM

NERI & HU
ARCHITECTS AND INTERDISCIPLINARY DESIGNERS

TOYO ITO
ARCHITECT

YOSHIHIRO SAWA
PRESIDENT OF LEXUS INTERNATIONAL

SNARKITECTURE
ARTISTS AND ARCHITECTS

ARIC CHEN
CURATOR

ALICE RAWSTHORN
DESIGN COMMENTATOR

MAX LAMB
DESIGNER
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ELENA MANFERDINI
DESIGNER AND ARCHITECT

PROTOTYPE WINNER
HAVING NOTHING, AND YET POSSESSING EVERYTHING
Ahran Won, US based Korean designer

A capsule for mobile living, Having
nothing YET Possessing everything.
"Having nothing, and yet possessing
everything" is a capsule that contains
only the essentials needed for a
minimal lifestyle.
Ahran Won believes in the power
of loving minds and the potential of
design to be a positive element for
our future. She is currently studying
landscape architecture at Harvard
Graduate School of Design. She
previously studied architecture at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
(SAIC), and international law at Ewha
Womans University in South Korea.
Mentored by Neri & Hu

PROTOTYPE WINNER
PIXEL
Hiroto Yoshizoe, Japan

A structure to experience the
existence of Light YET Shadow
‘Light and Shadow’ are elements hard
to grasp in everyday life. PIXEL is a
structure which absorbs the scenery
around us, and through reflection
it eliminates unnecessary factors,
allowing the viewer to witness the
fundamental beauty of ‘Light
and Shadow’.
Hiroto Yoshizoe graduated from
Musashino Art University. Currently
based in Tokyo working on art
direction and design as a spatial
designer for commercial facilities. He
focuses on interpreting the ideas of
change, movement and time in space
to create designs from both modern
and analogue approaches.
Mentored by Snarkitecture

PROTOTYPE WINNER
PLAYER’S PFLUTE
Jia Wu, UK/China based designer

Vegetable YET a Musical instrument
provides fun and learning experience
PLAYER’S PFLUTE’ helps every
child to explore music. With this
modular music toy system, children
use their imagination to connect
everyday objects and make music.
By encouraging improvisation while
playing, it nurtures children’s musical
interest and appreciation.
Jia Wu is a young industrial designer
who specializes in creating new
possibilities in interaction, products
and infrastructures. Professionally
trained by Design Product program at
Royal College of Art in the U.K. and
practicing design both in China and
the UK, she is driven and passionate
about using design as a catalyst for
change and discovering the future.
Mentored by Max Lamb

PROTOTYPE WINNER
STRUCTURAL COLOR—STATIC YET CHANGING
Jessica Fügler, USA

A rug appears Static in design YET
Changes with the needs of the user
Static Yet Changing is a rug design
that has the ability to physically and
visually change with the needs of the
user. The ever-changing function and
aesthetics of the piece addresses the
idea of designing for longevity, creating
products that evolve over time.
Jess Fügler is a graduate at the Royal
College of Art’s Design Products
program. The inspiration for her design
narratives are fueled by research on
and curiosity about science and culture.
Jess currently lives in New York
and works as the Studio Director for
Matter Made and the Co-founder of
Other Kingdom.
Mentored by Elena Manferdini

PANEL FINALIST

BUOYANT MEASURING
SPOON FOR THE BLIND

A measuring spoon with Unseen
YET Visualized tactile graduations
for the blind

Eunjin Park
South Korea

The Buoyant Measuring Spoon for
the Blind is a measuring spoon that
has braille which lets a blind person
measure correctly by touch.

THE LANDSCAPE
OF PAPER

Disposable YET Upcycled
material using traditional and
modern technology

Kuniko Maeda
UK based Japanese designer

The Landscape of Paper is about how
to extend paper’s short lifecycle. It
transforms delicate paper into a strong
structure while minimizing waste. By
harmonizing opposites, I discovered a
new application for paper.

PANEL FINALIST

MASS PRODUCTION TO
UNIQUE ITEMS

Mass produced YET One-of-a-kind
ceramics created using a portable kiln

TAKEHANAKE-Bungorogama
Yoshifumi Takehana / Bungo Okuda /
Akira Okuda
Japan

MASS PRODUCTION TO UNIQUE
ITEMS transforms mass produced
ceramics into a "one-of-a-kind" item
unique to one individual, changing the
value of the piece.

PAPER KETTLE

Combustible YET Fire-Resistant
paper kettle

Ryo Katayama
Japan

PAPER KETTLE is the lightest kettle,
made of only paper. Normally paper
burns in fire, but when paper contains
water it becomes fire-resistant, which
makes it ideal for outdoor use.

PANEL FINALIST

PLATANACEAE

Banana leaf bandages that out
perform Synthetic materials YET are
Biodegradable and soothing

Paula Cermeño
Switzerland based Peruvian designer

PLATANACEAE is a series of firstaid
bandages for burn wounds that
happen at home. The hydrated texture
of banana leaves is refreshing when in
contact with the skin. These bandages
wrap around different parts of the
hands and arms.

POD:
HOMELESS YET HOME

Temporary shelter for displaced
populations. Homeless YET Home

MODlab
Eric Schwartzbach (USA)/ Benjamin
Ward (USA)
USA

POD is a lightweight, modular,
easily assembled, easily transported,
temporary shelter for displaced
populations throughout the world.

PANEL FINALIST

RETROSPECTION PROJECT
TIME TUNE RADIO

Hi-tech YET Retro radio tunes in
programs from past and present

Takuro Sanda
Japan

This retrospective radio enables users
to listen to any radio program from the
past to the present. The tuning dial is
linked to archived programs stocked
on the Internet.

TRAFFIC LIGHT SYSTEM

Simple YET Sophisticated traffic light

Evgeny Arinin
Russia

TRAFFIC LIGHT SYSTEM creates
a simple to understand YET
sophisticated and complex solution
for drivers and pedestrians at a traffic
light, in terms of better interaction,
functionality and design.

STATIC
YET
DYNAMIC
By exploring things from many angles,
we are able to see beyond the obvious
and discover the new and unexpected.
This Static YET Dynamic installation
reveals the Lexus UX Concept car,
and expresses Lexus brave design.
The Lexus’ UX Concept car embodies
our YET philosophy. This expression of
a progressive and strong YET artistic
and premium product further
enhances Lexus’ unique brand position
which challenges conventional ideas
about luxury.

RETROSPECTIVE

This event marks Lexus’ 10th edition at
Milan Design Week, highlighting the
brand’s long standing passion for design
and innovation. As we celebrate
this opportunity, we take a look back at
our 9 years of design inspiration. Each
edition highlights one moment in time
through 24 frames.

RETROSPECTIVE

2005
LEXUS L-finesse
MODERN JAPANESE ART
MEETS AUTOMOTIVE DESIGN
In collaboration with Junya Ishigami,
Hiroshi Senju and Kazuyo Sejima

2006
TOKUJIN YOSHIOKA X
LEXUS L-finesse
EVOLVING FIBER
TECHNOLOGY
In collaboration with
Tokujin Yoshioka

2007
LEXUS L-finesse
INVISIBLE GARDEN
In collaboration with Kumiko Inui and
Norimichi Hirakawa

2008
LEXUS L-finesse
- ELASTIC DIAMOND In collaboration with
nendo

2009
LEXUS L-finesse
- CRYSTALLIZED WIND In collaboration with
Sosuke Fujimoto

RETROSPECTIVE

2013
LEXUS DESIGN AMAZING
2013 MILAN
AMAZING FLOW
In collaboration with Toyo Ito and
Akihisa Hirata

2015
LEXUS—A JOURNEY
OF THE SENSES
In collaboration with Philippe Nigro
and Hajime Yoneda

2014
LEXUS DESIGN AMAZING
2014 MILAN

2016
LEXUS—AN ENCOUNTER
WITH ANTICIPATION

In collaboration with Fabio Novembre,
Nao Tamura and Tangible Media
Group from MIT Media Lab led by
Prof. Hiroshi Ishii

In collaboration with Formafantasma
& Yoji Tokuyoshi

ABOUT
LEXUS
Since its U.S. market debut in 1989, Lexus has earned a
worldwide reputation for high-quality products and exemplary
customer service. Renowned for the superior reliability of its
vehicles, Lexus is the luxury hybrid leader, offering hybrids that
combine innovative technology and premier luxury. To date, Lexus
has grown into 90+ markets worldwide. The evolution of Lexus is
not only reflected in the progressive designs of its latest vehicles,
but also in the brand’s mission to captivate the next generation of
luxury consumers with consciousness, products, and services that
are visionary, original and exciting.

